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The poor and the shop window:
globalisation, a local political instrument in
the South African city?

Claire Bénit and Philippe Gervais-Lambony

A spectre is haunting cities around the world: the spectre of globalization.
The fear is of convergence on an undesired United States model of urban
spatial form and social content, involving increased segregation, shrinkage
of public amenities, commercialisation of civic life, decline of central
cities, and social polarization. (…) We may call this model the
‘partitioned city’. It is accompanied by the ideological belief that states
as well as cities are helpless to do anything but ameliorate, at the margin,
some of the negative aspects of this partitioning. History, geography,
culture, local agency, resistance, are all ultimately irrelevant; under the
relentless pressure to compete, urban leaders have no choice but to move
even faster in the direction all the others are going, each seeking their own
bit of competitive advantage over each of the others. (Marcuse and Van
Kempen (eds) 2002:3,8)

That the present phase of the globalisation process causes urban change
seems undeniable. Many factors have profound effects on the ways in which
cities work/function (Soja 2000) in a shrinking world: growing consciousness
of its unity; intensification of movement (of information, capital, commodities
and people); concentration at global scale of the commanding economic
centres and bringing into relation all localities. In the first place, the city/
industry relation has changed radically (Scott 1988, Sassen 1996). Urban de-
industrialisation dominates contemporary urban process, giving rise to
urban forms and functions very different from those of the Fordist industrial
city. Globalisation and transformation of the city/industry relationship thus
allows us to consider whether the nature both of urbanised space and of
urban society are changing. In relation to spatial change, one notes the
extension of urbanised spaces, their geographical sprawl, their demographic
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growth and their increasingly polycentric character (Kloosterman and
Musterd 2001). In relation to social change, cities experience new socio-
spatial divisions – without doubt stronger than previously – and urban
society, at the metropolitan scale, no longer seems to constitute a single
whole. Weakening of the middle class, disappearance of the working class
as previously known, socio-economic exclusion of one section of urban
citizens and by contrast the extreme enrichment of others, gives rise to a
dislocated, fragmented urban society. Such fragmentation has discernable
consequences at political and managerial levels. In many of the world’s
largest urban complexes, there is no longer a common political theatre but
rather a juxtaposition of municipal territories and a consequent subdivision
of urban management. A substantial literature addressing urban change
describes this general tendency towards a fragmentation of urban institutions
(see Navez-Bouchanine 2002) not only in industrialised countries (Jaglin
and Piermay 1996). This evolution is often presented as irresistable since it
is supposed to be accompanied by a weakening of the role and the potential
of the public sector. The purpose of the present article is to examine this last
point through a South African example. Is it correct that governments (local,
regional or national) have no option but to try to manage transformations
linked to the inevitable effects of globalisation? Or can one hypothesise that
governments partly use or instrumentalise globalisation as a means of
promoting policies adopted by choice?

Significance of the South African case
In the perspective described above, South African cities have an unusual
position since they find themselves caught, more strongly than others,1 in
the tension between a desire to participate in global competition and a desire
to restructure the urban space in order to address the inequalities and other
ravages of apartheid. A euphoric period of democratic transformation
followed the formal end of apartheid during which South African cities
experienced successive reforms in local government (Cameron 1999, Gervais-
Lambony 2001, Beall et al 2002). The most recent reform (of 2000) is implicitly
based on a model which stresses ‘governance’ and ‘management’ as
promoted by the World Bank. How (and why) has this global model of liberal
urban management been applied locally? On one hand, privatisation of
urban services, encouragement of public-private partnerships, an emphasis
on economic growth, decentralisation and promotion of participation point
in the direction of a trivialisation of local authority in South Africa. On the
other hand, there are specificities linked to historical legacies and perhaps
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to spatial configurations: the uniqueness of metropolitan councils directly
elected and thus possessing exceptional legitimacy explained by rejection
of separate government of segregated areas which prevailed under apartheid.
The development of participatory structures which may appear to be an
inheritance from the civics,2 standard bearers of the local struggle against
apartheid, is essential to the development of a dialogue between groups long
separated by public policy on an ethnic or racial basis. Thus, in the large
cities, South African local government reforms which translate into the
creation of metropolitan entities, may appear to be  equally a local response
necessary to cope with globalisation processes and at the same time as an
effort to democratise urban society. However, closer examination reveals
potentially disturbing paradoxes that this paper proposes to discuss:
• Administrative and political metropolitanisation, far from reinforcing

metropolitan actors, appears to have signalled their decline: provincial
government is the main decision making actor for urban mega-projects
focussed on economic growth, localised in certain urbanised areas.

• A significant decrease in the visibility of local political actors in the city
may be observed, linked to the multiplication of layers (through
decentralisation) and stakeholders (through sub-contracting) in most
urban projects, which favours  the growth both of confusion and of
corruption. A confusion of powers frustrates many local residents’
associations, especially whilst official discourse continues to emphasise
the merits of participation. In this context, what is the nature and degree
of effectiveness of the developing local democracy?

• Participation appears to be relegated to local management of poverty,
whilst the real metropolitan planning issues (transport, employment,
housing and services policies) are transferred to public-private
partnerships within a logic of economic growth, which reinforces the
effects of the concentration of poverty.

We propose here the hypothesis that ‘globalisation’ is used by public
authorities and the private sector to support the implementation of neo-
liberal reforms. The discourse of globalisation and imported methods of
governance allow, first, concentration of responses in the visible ‘shop
window/showcase’, and secondly, the management – in a democratic form,
via an appeal to ‘participatory democracy’ – of poverty in the spaces left
behind. We suggest that this public strategy, conscious or not,3 has become
the sole framework for large city regions in South Africa, and also characterises
urban policy implemented at the present time in most of the metropolitan

https://undwacc.nu.ac.za/servlet/webacc/dmppLkslooHi/GWAP/AREF/2?action=Attachment.View&amp;Item.Attachment.id=2&amp;User.context=dmppLkslooHi&amp;Item.drn=40776z29z0&amp;Item.Child.id=#02000004
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complexes of the North as in the South.
We take up the discussion of our hypothesis through examining two

metropolitan government areas, neighbours but  quite distinct –
Johannesburg and the East Rand (maps 1 and 2) – which both form parts of
the province of Gauteng and of the conurbation of the Witwatersrand, which
constitutes in turn the core of the South African economy. In this region,
there exist two new metropolitan authorities finalised in 2000: Johannesburg
(population 3,5 million) and Ekhuruleni (or the East Rand),4 population 2
million). Gauteng Province is the financial and economic centre of South
Africa. By the same token,  foreign investment is concentrated in this area.
At the heart of the area, our two cases are differently positioned by virtue
of their different specialisations. Ekhuruleni, the manufacturing periphery of
Johannesburg, has seen dramatic reduction in employment in its two
traditional industrial sectors (metals and chemicals) due to a post-Fordist
crisis. Johannesburg shows a similar employment decline but it continues
to play its traditional role of financial centre and economic heart. The two
cases are thus complementary and highlight also a combination of the
characteristics of Northern cities (in particular the question of a substantial
industrial heritage) and Southern cities, which makes the South African
example especially interesting.

The shop window: metropolitan local economic development
projects
The first break in the organisation of local government in Johannesburg and
the East Rand occurred with the end of apartheid. This initial change erased
the former municipalities and reorganised the relationship between black
and white space, particularly through creating an authority at metropolitan
scale (Bénit 2001; Jaglin 2001). The latest reform confirms the location of
powers over urban management at metropolitan scale (the ‘unicity’), but
inscribes this institutional restructuring within a policy of service
privatisation, adoption of principles of private management,5 and a search
for public-private partnerships.

The Johannesburg metropolitan council adopted a long-term strategic
plan in 2002, Joburg 2030, based on a report contracted to the Monitor
Group (2001), and on a study led by the World Bank (2001) on local economic
development, surveying a number of large manufacturing firms. In order to
promote business growth, the World Bank suggests that local government
should first fight crime and corruption, upgrade infrastructure for businesses,

https://undwacc.nu.ac.za/servlet/webacc/dmppLkslooHi/GWAP/AREF/2?action=Attachment.View&amp;Item.Attachment.id=2&amp;User.context=dmppLkslooHi&amp;Item.drn=40776z29z0&amp;Item.Child.id=#02000006
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lower tax rates for firms, and lastly promote facilitation centers and public
transport.6 These recommendations have been adopted to a great extent by
Joburg 2030, which put an emphasis on economic growth, assuming that
the improvement of the residents’ quality of life will follow:

A ‘better’ city and a ‘better’ quality of life for its citizens […] is
fundamentally based on the ability of the City’s economy to grow. […]
All other considerations (such as poverty alleviation, distribution of
income and so on) flow from this necessary condition. […] Due to the
unique distortions faced by the post-apartheid government, […] there
is a broad public expectation that a ‘better city’ and a ‘better quality
of life’ can and should be funded by direct government intervention and
through the delivery of essential services such as water, electricity,
housing and so on. While this debate could distract us into a polemic
about the role and efficacy of government, because the paradigm accepts
national policy as given, we may restrict our remarks to the following.
First, the ability and rate at which government can provide such services
is directly related to its tax revenue and hence GGP growth. Second,
GGP growth allows individual households and businesses to decrease
their reliance on government for such provision. […] Growth will
empower individuals, be they businesses or households, to chart the
course of their futures autonomously. (City of Johannesburg 2002:8-9,
emphasis the authors’)

There has obviously been some debate within the City of Johannesburg,
and one can understand the  power of the discourse aimed at restoring
business confidence especially after the 1997 fiscal crisis.7 However, the
longer-term strategy is very clearly leaning towards growth – adopting a
blatantly liberal discourse: development should follow growth through a
‘trickle-down’ effect; the state is considered neither efficient nor even able
to manage and deliver urban services properly and the emphasis lies in
freedom of choice for businesses and individuals.

Joburg 2030 prioritises three main strategies:
• A highly visible war on crime, which was identified as the first constraint

to growth and private investment in the city.
• A strategy to enhance growth and job creation, implying several incentives

for businesses, such as the reduction of the costs of urban services, tax
discounts, and support programmes for small and medium entreprises.

• A service delivery strategy – both for the poor and for businesses.

The Spatial Development Framework identifies spatial principles for
implementing Joburg 2030: limiting urban sprawl, enhancing mobility,

https://undwacc.nu.ac.za/servlet/webacc/dmppLkslooHi/GWAP/AREF/2?action=Attachment.View&amp;Item.Attachment.id=2&amp;User.context=dmppLkslooHi&amp;Item.drn=40776z29z0&amp;Item.Child.id=#02000008
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developing nodes and corridors for economic growth and job opportunities
(City of Johannesburg 2001). However, the instruments for the spatial
restructuring of the city remain limited. The most visible metropolitan project
is the regeneration of the inner city, which is also a mayoral priority.8 As far
as service delivery is concerned, there is some concentration of metropolitan
expenditure in disadvantaged areas: about two thirds of the capital expenditure
in infrastructure is being spent in the former township and informal settlement
areas, in 2003-2004.9 Moreover, the City ‘social package’,10 an ambitious and
original social programme aiming at guaranteeing a minimum access to basic
services for all, benefits the poorer areas. However, although social
programmes are far from being absent from metropolitan concerns, their
spatial dimension is hardly considered. Housing and transportation are
clearly not metropolitan priorities: this is in line with the findings of the
World Bank report, noticing that the segregated structure of Johannesburg
(and the spatial mismatch between housing and job opportunities for low-
income households) is not a major constraint for economic growth and job
creation:

The spatial transport disconnect between Southern Johannesburg’s
large labor pool and its Northern and Central industrial suburbs where
the demand for labor is located, do not emerge as strong push factors.
Firms pointed weakly to problems associated with workers’ transport.
(World Bank 2001)

The Spatial Development Framework and Joburg 2030 remain primarily
aimed at encouraging growth and private investment in the centre city. The
security strategy (the first priority of Joburg 2030), for instance, explicitly
targets first and above all spaces where investment is expected to take place.
The main objective is to shift international investors’ perception and image
of the  city.

Interventions should be focused first in certain areas of the City, called
rally, they are areas where the City, Gauteng and the private sector are
investing or planning to invest, so that the sustainability of the
Johannesburg City Security Strategy in those areas is improved, […]
areas which are visible to investors and which will have an impact on
their perceptions. (City of Johannesburg 2004)

 This approach is also the central characteristic of the investment projects
developed at provincial scale (known as ‘Blue IQ’11 projects). These mega-
projects are directed at three sectors: tourism, industrial development
(mainly high-technology but also industrial restructuring), and transport.

https://undwacc.nu.ac.za/servlet/webacc/dmppLkslooHi/GWAP/AREF/2?action=Attachment.View&amp;Item.Attachment.id=2&amp;User.context=dmppLkslooHi&amp;Item.drn=40776z29z0&amp;Item.Child.id=#0200000A
https://undwacc.nu.ac.za/servlet/webacc/dmppLkslooHi/GWAP/AREF/2?action=Attachment.View&amp;Item.Attachment.id=2&amp;User.context=dmppLkslooHi&amp;Item.drn=40776z29z0&amp;Item.Child.id=#0200000B
https://undwacc.nu.ac.za/servlet/webacc/dmppLkslooHi/GWAP/AREF/2?action=Attachment.View&amp;Item.Attachment.id=2&amp;User.context=dmppLkslooHi&amp;Item.drn=40776z29z0&amp;Item.Child.id=#0200000C
https://undwacc.nu.ac.za/servlet/webacc/dmppLkslooHi/GWAP/AREF/2?action=Attachment.View&amp;Item.Attachment.id=2&amp;User.context=dmppLkslooHi&amp;Item.drn=40776z29z0&amp;Item.Child.id=#0200000D
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Name of project Type of project Location of project Provincial Finance 
(millions of R) 

 Cradle of Humankind  Tourism (prehistoric site)  NW of Gauteng 150 

 Kliptown  Tourism/housing  Soweto, Kliptown 299 

 Constitution Hill  Tourism  Johannesburg CBD 
 (Braamfontein) 

357 

 Dinokeng  Tourism  East of Pretoria 140 

 Newtown  Tourism/cultural  Johannesburg CBD 
 (Newtown) 

300 

 JHB Airport Industrial 
 Development Zone 

 Industrial Development   East Rand 
190 

 Wadeville Alrode 
 Industrial Corridor 

 Transport  East Rand 
72 

 City Deep Industrial 
 Development Zone 

 Industrial Development   Johannesburg City Deep 
60 

 Gauteng Automobile 
 Cluster 

 Industrial Development   Pretoria 
300 

 Innovation Hub  Industrial Development   Pretoria 258 

 Gautrain Rapid Rail Link  Transport  Johannesburg-Sandton- 
 Pretoria, Airport 

Off budget 

Gauteng provincial investment projects (Blue IQ)

Source: Gauteng Provincial Government, A Bird’s Eye View of Blue IQ,
2001.

The Blue IQ programme was itself caught between the provincial vision-
labelling Gauteng a ‘smart province’, or a ‘South African Silicon Valley’ by
developing tourism, high technology industries and rapid transportation;
the national state, which led the project for some time and insisted in giving
it a strong spatial dimension and the local authorities, which pushed to
include some of their own priorities: the Newtown cultural project in the
Johannesburg CBD, the Automobile Industrial Cluster in Pretoria, the
Wadeville-Alrode corridor in Ekhuruleni (Rogerson 2004).

Among these projects, the regional rapid rail system ‘Gautrain’ is the most
favoured. Its cost is so high as not to be included in the Blue IQ budget: for
the period 2001-2004 R1.6 billion in public investment has already been
allocated to it.12 This project is symptomatic: it proposes two rapid rail
routes, one connecting Johannesburg International Airport (which is actually
in the Ekhuruleni metro) to Sandton, and the other passing along the
Johannesburg-Sandton-Pretoria corridor, the principal axis of economic
growth in South Africa. This rail route is intended to reinforce this corridor,

https://undwacc.nu.ac.za/servlet/webacc/dmppLkslooHi/GWAP/AREF/2?action=Attachment.View&amp;Item.Attachment.id=2&amp;User.context=dmppLkslooHi&amp;Item.drn=40776z29z0&amp;Item.Child.id=#0200000E
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in part by encouraging densification around stations treated as growth
poles, and in part by capturing some of the trips otherwise made by car and
thus limiting congestion. Whilst this equipment is a major and original urban
public resource and could partly address the spatial mismatch between
disadvantaged labour pools and places of job opportunities, the train
willingly excludes the car-less and low income users. First, its route, linking
Johannesburg CBD to Sandton and then to Pretoria, bypasses Alexandra
township: after much debate, the nearest train station to Alexandra is to be
Marlboro Gardens. Second, the target market is explicitly defined as business
people and car drivers. To attract them, a high quality service is proposed,
including protection from rubbing shoulders with ‘undesirables’:

There is a bias towards commercial users who can afford the trips and
are willing to pay for a good service. Fares should thus be higher than
on existing Metrorail services. […] The poorer part of the community
will benefit from the project through economic development and job
creation, and will be able to use the new service if they can afford it.
(From the official project web site, August 2002: www.gautrain.co.za)

 In Ekhuruleni as well, the programme adopted by the mayor aims to make the
urban complex into an ‘industrial business paradise’ (Ekhuruleni Metro
Authority Brochure 2002). The bulk of national, provincial and metropolitan
finance is concentrated around the international airport (Figure 2). Under the
Blue IQ banner, the Johannesburg International Airport Industrial
Development Zone comprises the upgrading of the airport and the creation
of a new industrial zone adjacent to it. The R21 Corridor, named for the
Pretoria-Ekhuruleni freeway, a project financed primarily by the metro,
envisages improvement of the commercial centre of Kempton Park (a former
East Rand municipality), the creation of an industrial area (PomonaAero
Park) and a new residential area (Aero City), all three projects being located
around the airport. Finally, the Germiston-Daveyton Activity Corridor,
funded by the national Department of Transport, (R4.6 billion over 20 years
with private sector participation), seeks to develop an axis which imitates at
smaller scale the Maputo Corridor. Thus national, provincial and metropolitan
investment is concentrated in the same spaces with the same objectives. By
the same token, the nature of these urban development projects is
conceptualised as creating a tertiary and ‘up-to-date’ city, understood as a
model well adapted to the context of globalisation. None of these projects
is focussed on ‘social upliftment’. Only the Wadeville-Alrode Manufacturing
Corridor, a project that was pushed by the East Rand local authorities and
the unions into the Blue IQ (Rogerson 2004), is different; located further
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south than those already described, it attempts to reorganise a group of older
industrial areas through expanding the role of emerging small black enterprise.

 In Johannesburg, the ‘social upliftment’ of the former townships remains
equally limited, concentrated in spaces most visible to visiting foreign
investors. The old township of Alexandra, located at the gates of Sandton
(suburban business centre and major growth pole at metropolitan scale) thus
benefits from massive investment in its ‘renewal’ or ‘regeneration’ – it has
been made a Presidential Project. Supposedly part of the policy of urban
compaction promoted by the city, it organises the de-densification of the
township through massive evictions (Huchzermeyer 2003) towards the
remote areas of Diepsloot (see below) and Braam Fisherville. The aim is to
eliminate the shack areas of Alexandra – a necessity for urban regeneration
and to make vacant land in the old ‘buffer strips’ separating Alexandra from
surrounding ‘white’ areas available for property development, which will
mainly benefit the Alexandra black middle class (Bénit 2001). As a ‘shop
window’ of post-apartheid South Africa, Alexandra concentrates much of
the public investment in the city – much more than Soweto, internationally
renowned and presenting greater problems, at least in terms of the number
of households concerned13 and in terms of access to job opportunities (Bénit
2001, Bénit and Morange 2004). Although there are some attempts to
promote local economic development and service delivery in Soweto, these
projects are much more modest and scattered, and they lack financial and
political commitment. This huge labour pool remains disconnected from
places of employment, with little opportunity to have access to a better-
located housing. Whilst the municipality is not insensitive to the problems
of the majority, only the ‘shop windows’ of the city seem to have the right
to real urban planning, concern for their housing provision, public equipment,
social harmony and local development.

 Legitimation of these huge public investments, highly spatially
concentrated and targeted at already favoured space, rests on the desire to
promote economic growth, which is supposed to benefit the entire metropolitan
population in the long term. In particular, the nature of these public projects
is dictated in part by the way they are financed; public-private partnerships
require the public authorities to invest mostly in profitable projects and in
spaces with strong economic potential, in order to attract private investors.

In the backshop: a fragmented urban management
However, private investors are not absent from the disadvantaged areas of
the metros. Construction companies, subsidised by the province; consulting

https://undwacc.nu.ac.za/servlet/webacc/dmppLkslooHi/GWAP/AREF/2?action=Attachment.View&amp;Item.Attachment.id=2&amp;User.context=dmppLkslooHi&amp;Item.drn=40776z29z0&amp;Item.Child.id=#02000011
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firms to which the municipalities assign housing management duties; private
companies supplying services such as water, frequently replace local
government as the principal voice heard by residents. The consultant, the
developer and the builder are responsible for physical and social management
of residential areas; technical workers on the ground complete and maintain
houses and their infrastructure connections; consultants allocate houses,
and organise removals – sometimes forcibly.

The multiplication of such private companies in each project can also lead
to serious misunderstanding, which could be fatal to local development.
This is the case throughout Alexandra, where the complexity of local
management has already stimulated the growth of powerful tensions, given
the importance of economic and financial interests in vacant land in close
proximity to the Sandton growth pole and the diversity of local interest
groups inherited from a troubled local history. Thus the Tsutsumani
programme on the fringe of Alexandra (which consists of 1800 houses built
with public funds in 1999) has been led by several actors. The City of
Johannesburg, owner of the land, has named a private company (Thebe
Housing) to manage the allocation of this public housing, which itself has
created a housing association (Semag) charged with maintenance of the
houses and management of rent collection and repayments.14 Significant
problems of coordination and division of functions have led to deterioration
of relations between the company, housing association and residents:
• Thebe Housing failed to pass Semag its price list for different housing

types. Semag thus could not sell houses to beneficiaries, but it could not
stop occupation of the houses, the pressure to invade them being too
strong. Semag therefore organised a ‘false’ sale process, leading residents
to believe that they had signed a sale agreement, leading them to pay the
monthly charges. Semag believed that it would be possible to regularise
the situation within a few months but three years later, Thebe Housing
has yet to provide necessary documents.

• Semag is responsible for the management of the project but since it is not
the legal owner of the land – the City of Johannesburg owns the property
– the association has no power to evict those who fail to pay. It has thus
to request a delegation of authority from the municipality, leading to more
delay in the ability to take effective action and undermining the
association’s credibility in the eyes of residents.

• The multiplication of actors in this situation confuses the division of
responsibilities. Residents are uncertain as to who has responsibility for
the secondary electricity network. Is it City Power (a company owned by

https://undwacc.nu.ac.za/servlet/webacc/dmppLkslooHi/GWAP/AREF/2?action=Attachment.View&amp;Item.Attachment.id=2&amp;User.context=dmppLkslooHi&amp;Item.drn=40776z29z0&amp;Item.Child.id=#02000012
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the city), the City itself, or Semag? Thus the electricity network, installed
on a low budget, is failing. Following the death of a tenant, rumoured to
have been electrocuted, angry residents burnt down the Semag offices
on site.

In the Tsutsumani scheme, the shambles caused by poor administration has
stimulated rising revolt, sometimes led by unscrupulous local leaders: from
a rent and service charge boycott,15 to appeal to the courts, to the ultimate:
occupation of vacant houses, vandalisation of these houses after partly
unsuccessful expulsion, burning the Semag office on site – all these events
have reflected the deterioration of relations between landlord and tenants,
and more generally between residents and public authorities. The confusion
of responsibilities between numerous actors poorly co-ordinated eats away
at the foundations of local democracy. An absence of visibility, responsibility
and even response by authorities; para-public mediators without power,
paralysed by the numerous procedures necessary to a single action each of
which makes only the tiniest contribution. Why would one be surprised by
the reproduction of a ‘culture of non-payment’ among residents of modest
means? Rent and charges boycotts are frequently the most immediately
available and effective action for residents, in the absence of accessible,
accountable and responsible officialdom.

Multiplication of levels of decision-making opens the door to the hijacking
of processes and clientelism. Decentralisation and good governance do not
provide effective means to eradicate these practices; on the contrary, the
opacity of urban project management and the mushrooming of intermediaries
and sub-contractors increases the number of points of entry into very
profitable relations with the public sector. It is not by chance that almost
every local leader in Alexandra or Diepsloot has their own construction
enterprise. In periods of large public investment in housing, local personalities
are very well placed to profit under the banner of ‘emerging enterprise’ from
local contracts. In one case, a civic leader in Alexandra, in full view of the
former Johannesburg municipality, gained several construction contracts in
Tsutsumani, as well as a position in Semag. He profited further from the
diversion of some of the provincial housing subsidy funds that had been
allocated to repairs after damage in the local riots. When the expected repairs
failed to materialise, residents provoked new riots.

https://undwacc.nu.ac.za/servlet/webacc/dmppLkslooHi/GWAP/AREF/2?action=Attachment.View&amp;Item.Attachment.id=2&amp;User.context=dmppLkslooHi&amp;Item.drn=40776z29z0&amp;Item.Child.id=#02000013
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Managing the back of the shop: local democracy and social peace
in disadvantaged spaces
Policies favouring the urban ‘shop window’ have direct consequences for
disadvantaged spaces – differentiated by location, such as whether or not
such spaces are neighbours to growth poles, in particular those focussing
international interest. Such consequences may include eradication of the
more shocking forms of poverty (by local development and spatial
displacement) in the more visible places, and concentration of undesirable
poverty in more distant locales. Management of social conflict sparked by
these changes, imposed by a globalised urban politics, is expected of newly
elected local politicians, usually unprepared for such action, and also of
local formal or informal organisations. In their turn, the latter sometimes
attempt to instrumentalise globalisation in order to make an impact – with
uneven results.

The civic associations, in spite of their post-apartheid decline, remain
quite powerful and may attempt to set themselves up as indispensable
mediators for the public authorities, and above all in this period for private
companies and privatised urban services operators. For example, in the huge
Vosloorus township, part of the former Boksburg municipality, the civics
have their headquarters in the Leseding shopping centre.16 In the discourse
of a very young leader of the Vosloorus civic movement named Sechaba
Ntenjwa, the central concept is that the civics represent ‘the people’ and that
no planned project of any type can proceed in the area without negotiating
with them. The civics try to dominate relations between residents and Eskom,
the electricity supply parastatal.17 The civics also insist on negotiation with
companies wishing to do business in the township. In order to ensure that
there would be local benefit when the Pick ’n Pay supermarket chain wished
to open a store in Vosloorus, its representatives had to meet the civics. The
latter refused to approve the opening of a store but demanded instead the
creation of a warehouse which would sell wholesale to local informal traders
organised by the civics. The fact that no supermarket has opened to date
demonstrates a degree of civics control over development in the township
in the absence of a public authority able to impose regulation on private
enterprise.

In this confusing environment of multiple actors, reform of local
government institutions backed by an insistence on public participation and
local democracy has allowed the creation, parallel to the civics and specifically
to create a visible public institution of mediation, of ‘ward committees’. Ward

https://undwacc.nu.ac.za/servlet/webacc/dmppLkslooHi/GWAP/AREF/2?action=Attachment.View&amp;Item.Attachment.id=2&amp;User.context=dmppLkslooHi&amp;Item.drn=40776z29z0&amp;Item.Child.id=#02000014
https://undwacc.nu.ac.za/servlet/webacc/dmppLkslooHi/GWAP/AREF/2?action=Attachment.View&amp;Item.Attachment.id=2&amp;User.context=dmppLkslooHi&amp;Item.drn=40776z29z0&amp;Item.Child.id=#02000015
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committees are bodies created by and around ward councillors in their local
areas. Their role is to permit democratic participation at very local scale, but
also implicitly to consolidate ANC control at area level and to bypass the
civics, less controllable and which can be perceived – by local authorities
as well as business – as very confrontational, only weakly representative,
or even as partly criminal. Salphina Mulauzi, ward councillor for Diepsloot
(a poor community in the far north of Johannesburg), recounts how she
overcame, with the aid of her new ward committee, an extreme division in the
local community caused by the refusal of competing civics to speak to each
other:

When I arrived, in 2000, we had problems with civics. We had
misunderstanding between civics and CDF [Community Development
Forum]. Everybody wanted to be a leader. If CDF decides of a type of
house, civic [SANCO] would say: simunye [another civic] would block
the whole process and invade the land: they would refuse to come to
CDF and discuss. CDF wasn’t functioning. (Interview, Salphina Mulauzi
with Claire Bénit, August 20, 2002)

The creation of new institutions of participation, envisaged in the municipal
reforms of 2000, has allowed such divisions to be overcome – thanks to the
political talent of Salphina. The key political strategy lies in the composition
of the ward committee. After interviews with leaders of each civic, Salphina
gave the most cooperative individuals particular responsibilities in the ward
committee. Of the ten members of the committee, five are local leaders. The
remainder are mostly former community development forum members, who
have links with the municipality. As regards the more recalcitrant leaders,
Salphina succeeded in ousting them from the leadership of their respective
civics.

Ward committees sometimes play the role of democratic link between
residents and municipalities, but their limited power implies that they can do
little more than legitimate metropolitan decisions rather than to make effective
local demands on the metropolitan authority.18 In the present context of
globalised urban policies, their role is often limited to managing the
concentration of poverty in particular places, and the maintenance of a
degree of social stability in the fragile circumstances of the social changes
under way.

For example, during 2002 the Diepsloot area in the far north of the
Johannesburg municipal area had to face the dramatic arrival of some 7000
families displaced from Alexandra, a result of the urban renewal programme
in the latter, relating to its proximity to – or even inclusion in – the shop

https://undwacc.nu.ac.za/servlet/webacc/dmppLkslooHi/GWAP/AREF/2?action=Attachment.View&amp;Item.Attachment.id=2&amp;User.context=dmppLkslooHi&amp;Item.drn=40776z29z0&amp;Item.Child.id=#02000017
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window of the city. Since the early 1990s Diepsloot has played the role of
receiving area for the ‘undesirable’ population of other areas: most of the
squatters in the northern part of the urban area have been concentrated
there. In 2001, Diepsloot contained approximately 20,000 households, living
both in shack areas and in housing built with the national subsidy. The
extraordinary history of this place and the concentration of poverty in a
location marginal to the urban area has created a site of social tension and
violence which sometimes takes ethnic forms (Bénit 2002). The unexpected
arrival of the Alexandra removees produced a major risk of escalating tension
in the area. Salphina Mulauzi, the ANC ward councillor and thus chair of the
ward committee, sought to avoid a major conflict. She noted

We never ever thought [Diepsloot] people would accept people from
Alex. We’ve foreseen a big fight. […]We didn’t know where to stand,
with community or with council. People have elected you: they say you
must stand with them. […] After a week of meetings, we reached an
agreement, they suffer as well, those people. You comfort them.

 Once accepted by Diepsloot residents, the new arrivals from Alexandra were
rapidly settled in rare public open spaces such as sports fields, collective taxi
terminals, land reserved for a service centre. But they still had to be
integrated into the fragile local social and political structure. According to
Salphina Mulauzi,

When Alex people went, I addressed them and said: ‘I am the ward
councillor. We don’t have Alex people in Diepsloot: we have Diepsloot
people in Diepsloot. I know you are from Alex; I am from Zevenfontein.
We are all from Diepsloot. Don’t tell me about Alex. Tell me about the
problems you have in Diepsloot. You are no more Alex residents. If you
are a leader, you’re a leader of Diepsloot, you’re a member of the
community.’

Salphina Mulauzi attempts to reaffirm local municipal power despite her
legitimacy being potentially threatened by leaders of civics arriving from
Alexandra. But she also seeks to construct a local public space, through
killing at birth any impulse towards the political expression of an Alexandra
minority identity in Diepsloot. The principle of a democratic equality affirmed
many times (‘In Diepsloot there is no one except the people of Diepsloot’)
is essential in an area where many different groups of squatters have been
placed together. The creation of a new public sphere relegates the question
of origins (geographical but also often ethnic) to the private sphere. Local
democracy of this type allows the maintenance of social order and the
construction of a collective identity but it is powerless in the face of policy
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decisions which actually create a place like Diepsloot. Effectively, the
residents have no voice over the reception of people from Alexandra, the
growth of Diepsloot or the management of infrastructure development in the
area.

Bredell: an invasion in sight of the shop window
On 14 July 2001, in midwinter, the last shack in the illegal settlement of
Bredell, in Ekhuruleni, was demolished (‘Last shack demolished in Bredell’,
Business Day,  July 14, 2001). This was the house of Mrs Puleng Elisa Lidimo,
83 years old, but the shack was also used as a religious centre in the
settlement. That was why fifty of the ‘squatters’ armed with knobkerries
surrounded the shack on Friday July 13, in an attempt to prevent its
destruction by members of a private security company contracted to demolish
the camp under the supervision of a police cordon (‘Clergy separates
squatters and police’, Business Day, July 13, 2001).

The short history of the illegal settlement of Bredell illustrates the
ambiguities of South African public policy which seems to us to have made
a deliberate political choice which is presented as inevitable. The Bredell
camp was developed from 2000 very close to Johannesburg International
Airport in Ekhuruleni. It was established partly on public and partly on
private land. The new community physically resisted the police (who
regularly intervened under pressure from white farmers in this peri-urban
zone) and in vain requested the local ANC to assist. In March 2001 a squatter
was killed during a confrontation with police. From that date a civic called
the African Renaissance Civic Movement affiliated to the Pan Africanist
Congress19 came to the fore and commenced to ‘sell’ plots in the settlement
for R25 each, distributing documents stamped by PAC militants.20  Rumours
of pending legalisation of the settlement spread, and more squatters arrived,
mostly from nearby farms or from the neighbouring township of Tembisa
(Business Day, July 6, 2001). During June 2001 there were approximately 2000
people in the camp, less rural migrants than township residents searching
for more space and security, as well as families living on white-owned farms
(but tied to the neighbouring urban economy) wishing to escape control and
rent payments in those circumstances.

Bredell thus appeared as a land invasion supported by an opposition
political party, located exactly in the principal development zone of the
metropolitan authority: a poor community implanted next to the shop
window of Ekhuruleni, just where the authorities were doing as much as
possible to attract investors.21 Since the risk of rural land invasion along

https://undwacc.nu.ac.za/servlet/webacc/dmppLkslooHi/GWAP/AREF/2?action=Attachment.View&amp;Item.Attachment.id=2&amp;User.context=dmppLkslooHi&amp;Item.drn=40776z29z0&amp;Item.Child.id=#0200001A
https://undwacc.nu.ac.za/servlet/webacc/dmppLkslooHi/GWAP/AREF/2?action=Attachment.View&amp;Item.Attachment.id=2&amp;User.context=dmppLkslooHi&amp;Item.drn=40776z29z0&amp;Item.Child.id=#0200001B
https://undwacc.nu.ac.za/servlet/webacc/dmppLkslooHi/GWAP/AREF/2?action=Attachment.View&amp;Item.Attachment.id=2&amp;User.context=dmppLkslooHi&amp;Item.drn=40776z29z0&amp;Item.Child.id=#0200001D
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Zimbabwean lines was much in the news at the time (from February 2000 the
Zimbabwean government launched an illegal land invasion campaign on
commercial farms, presented as a redistribution of land)  the Bredell affair
became a national issue22 (Business Day, July 12, 2001; July 13, 2001; July
20, 2001).

The conflict was rapidly globalised by media coverage (Huchzermeyer
2003): both local and international press followed events and TV cameras
appeared. Faced with this crisis, the government reacted, with a minister
declaring that it would not tolerate Zimbabwe-style invasions.23 President
Mbeki intervened from Lusaka where he was participating in an OAU
meeting by accusing the media of giving disproportionate prominence to
this small event.24 At the same time the value of the South African rand fell
significantly and the Bredell affair was consequently blamed by some.

In all respects, the conflict around the Bredell settlement was thus
characterised by its global context, both in its form and consequences, but
also in the manner with which it was finally dealt. One notes a complete
absence of the Ekhuruleni metro authority in these events; rather, it was the
central state which intervened, making application for a court interdict in
Pretoria and launching the police operation on the camp. On July 5 the police
occupied the settlement, arresting 300 people and charging 110. These
actions confirmed the role of the central state in the city and the weakness
of metropolitan power. On 10 July the Pretoria High Court issued an order
allowing squatters 48 hours before their eviction. Against the resistance of
the settlers a very symptomatic public-private partnership operation was
mounted; a private company was given the responsibility to destroy the
settlement under police protection. Wozani Security has been given the
nickname of Rooi Gevaar or ‘Red Ants’ since their employees wore red
uniforms as well as being known for a degree of brutality (they had gained
these names during operations to evict residents from Alexandra). In the
contemporary South African city, the ‘red threat’ has apparently changed
sides.

Conclusions
‘Shop window’ projects undertaken by new metropolitan authorities, seeking
private partnerships, in certain ‘gateway’ spaces on the one hand,
management by public participation and private actors of growing urban
poverty rather than poverty reduction on the other. This contrast produces
a negative image of globalisation in South Africa. However, it reveals rather
the results of an urban policy which rests on globalisation as its main thread,

https://undwacc.nu.ac.za/servlet/webacc/dmppLkslooHi/GWAP/AREF/2?action=Attachment.View&amp;Item.Attachment.id=2&amp;User.context=dmppLkslooHi&amp;Item.drn=40776z29z0&amp;Item.Child.id=#0200001E
https://undwacc.nu.ac.za/servlet/webacc/dmppLkslooHi/GWAP/AREF/2?action=Attachment.View&amp;Item.Attachment.id=2&amp;User.context=dmppLkslooHi&amp;Item.drn=40776z29z0&amp;Item.Child.id=#0200001F
https://undwacc.nu.ac.za/servlet/webacc/dmppLkslooHi/GWAP/AREF/2?action=Attachment.View&amp;Item.Attachment.id=2&amp;User.context=dmppLkslooHi&amp;Item.drn=40776z29z0&amp;Item.Child.id=#02000020
https://undwacc.nu.ac.za/servlet/webacc/dmppLkslooHi/GWAP/AREF/2?action=Attachment.View&amp;Item.Attachment.id=2&amp;User.context=dmppLkslooHi&amp;Item.drn=40776z29z0&amp;Item.Child.id=#02000021
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something which has certainly affected South African industrial cities for
thirty years (Beall et al 2002), but which is also a pretext or justification for
the limited ‘room for manoeuvre’ of those in power. Thus their economic and
spatial policies are very distant from the ideas of the struggle against
apartheid. The spatial legacy of apartheid (Hendler 1992; Guillaume 2001),
which kept the poor population far from wealthier residential zones and from
the active economic zones developed during the 1980s, is actually
consolidated in policies reproducing this gap between the disadvantaged
population and the economic development zones which are connected to the
international system.

Does this mean that the South African case is unique? We do not think
so, but simply that it is extreme. South African cities are certainly unusual
against the African backdrop since they have experienced real
industrialisation but they strongly resemble other cities in countries of the
global South. Moreover, South African cities’ originality lies in the hopes
they have raised with the ‘South African miracle’, expecting equitable urban
policy by virtue of the post-apartheid regime’s mission to overcome the
injustices of the past. ‘Normalisation’ of South African urban policy
superficially may lead one to conclude that the path followed is inevitable
but as elsewhere the choices available are concealed by the unquestioned
use of the discourse of globalisation. It is not, thus, the weakness or the
weakening of the state which explains the path followed but much more
active changes in its modalities of operation (blurring public responsibilities
through subcontracts and partnerships with the private sector and the most
powerful parts of civil society). Simultaneously, decision making is to some
extent centralised towards provincial and national levels, which is not so
surprising for a metropolitan region whose economic fate is so crucial for the
South African nation: capital regions after all are often, directly or not,
planned by centralised powers, in contradiction with the discourses of
decentralisation and participation. It is this disjuncture between discourse
and reality which causes disquiet since its foundations are located in a global
mode of urban management, that attracts those who decide the urban future
in good faith but are unable to resist that mode since it seems to offer a way
of squaring the circle – to give justice to the poorest whilst creating the
conditions for economic competitiveness.
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Notes
1. Le Galès (2002) classifies European cities according (amongst other criteria) to their

position between two poles: the ‘neo-libera’” paradigm (prioritising economic
growth, business incentives, city competition) and the ‘social-democrat’ paradigm
(prioritising delivery of services – infrastructure, housing, education and health –
and urban de-segregation). South African cities’ legacy and structure give to this
tension – and to the search for a right balance – a different, and perhaps more explicit
political and social meaning.

2. Civic associations of urban residents, known as civics, have been vital political actors
(to which we return below). They arose in townships particularly during the 1980s
in order to organise grassroots resistance to apartheid in a context of a boycott of
official local authorities, and became an urban presence across the country. The civics
are federated today in a national movement called the South African National Civic
Organisation (SANCO). The system of civics is thus apparently organised from
national down to street level. The image presented is one of a strong and democratic
national organisation, but behind this façade one finds a fragility, loss of power since
1994, absence of resources, as well as tension with the ANC, and with elected
representatives in general.

3. We do not here intend a moral judgement on these policies, the more so since most
of the actors involved believe in good faith that they have no other choice if they
are to make their cities ‘competitive’ (though certainly it remains to be seen whether
‘making the city competitive’ must be the primary objective of public policy).

4. The East Rand consists historically of nine distinct municipalities, for the most part
older mining towns with subsequent industrial development. In order to denote the
end of the old institutional division through combination into a single metropolitan
authority, the new municipality has been named ‘Ekhuruleni’, a Shangaan term for
‘place of harmony’.

5. Which responds to the national legal framework of the Municipal Systems Act (2000)
and the Local Government: Municipal Planning and Performance Management
Regulations (2001).

6. At national level, the World Bank recommends that government promotes flexible
wage policy, efficient interest rate and exchange rate policy, and greater private
sector participation – which is also being implemented at local level.

7. The iGoli 2002 programme directly addresses these issues, restructuring the
metropolitan Council by promoting a business-like management system, a cost-
recovery approach, and greater involvement of the private sector through the
creation of utilities for basic services, the privatisation of non-core business, the
corporatisation of certains functions.

8. In 2003, the mayor announced six priorities: good governance, economic development
and job creation, inner city development, safety and security, service delivery
excellence, HIV and Aids (City of Johannesburg, 2003a).

9. It includes regions 2: Midrand and Ivory Park (8 per cent of capital expenditure),
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6: Doornkop and Soweto (27%), 7: Alexandra (19%), 10: Diepkloof and Meadowlands
(8%), and 11: Ennerdale and Orange Farm (4%). The total capital expenditure for
infrastructure amounts to R395 millions in 2003-2004, 36% of the City capital
budget (City of Johannesburg, 2003b).

10. The ‘social package’, launched in 2001, offers a 100% assessment rates rebate for
properties worth less than R20,000 (it is in fact only a legalisation of what already
exists: low-income neighborhoods seldom pay their assessment tax). It also offers
6 Kl of free water and free 50KwH per household per month.

11. The provincial publicity brochure on Blue IQ explains its name as follows: blue
represents technology, infrastructure and the sky (a vision without limit); whilst
IQ symbolises the intelligence to transform that vision into reality.

12.  The total Blue IQ budget for 2001-2002 amounted to R1.7 billion. The Gautrain is
expected to cost at least R7 billion in total.

13. In Soweto, the population is estimated to be 1.5 million vs 300,000 in Alexandra.
14. Tsutsumani housing programme has been built with the highest level of subsidy

available, the institutional subsidy; and the houses are not all to be transferred free
of charge to their occupants. Some of the houses are rented; the remainder have been
sold at a price higher than the public subsidy; the beneficiaries must make monthly
payments towards the difference to the housing association created by the private
company.

15. Boycotts of rent and service payments were a major means of struggle against
apartheid. Despite numerous information campaigns on the part of the authorities,
non-payment is still very common today. Urban residents are well informed on these
matters.

16. The ‘branch’ of civics in Vosloorus is a federation of all the civics in the township
and seeks to represent the area in civic organisational affairs at regional and national
levels.

17. Vosloorus residents pay their electricity charges directly to Eskom whilst water
remains in the hands of the municipality which distributes bulk supplies originating
from the Rand Water Board. The gradual passage to private management of
electricity supply gives rise to numerous conflicts, particularly when non-payment
results in cutting off of supply.

18. On the other hand the creation of new municipal structures (administration, ward
committee and local councillors) has been very effective in absorbing civic leaders. 
In this connection the Vosloorus civic branch brochure which gives a list of former
office bearers demonstrates clearly the fluidity between civics, the ANC, councillors
and administrative officials.  Since 1992 the Vosloorus Civic Association has had
five presidents: Ali Mzaziya, now a member of parliament, Mpho Mofokeng, now
an Ekhuruleni metro official, Eric Xayiya, mayor of Boksburg until 2000, Mthuthuzeni
Siboza, now leader of the local branch of the ANC and municipal councillor, and
Bheki Sibisi, now president of the East Rand regional civics.

19. Founded in 1959 and significant during the 1960s, the PAC is a small minority party
in parliament and politically on the left of the opposition.
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20. Such illegal sales are common in illegal settlements, and are also practised by
civics affiliatated to the ANC, but, in the Bredell case they allowed the
government to accuse the PAC of corruption and to threaten judicial action. The
national PAC leadership, embarrassed by the charge, denied knowledge of the
sales, and continued to use Bredell for political ends by presenting the party as
the last defence of the very poor. (see Business Day, July 4, 2001: ‘PAC denies
it is selling sites to the landless’; and July 16, 2001: ‘PAC labels ANC, Mbeki
as enemy’).

21. The Managing Director of Laear Entertainment Project – the company planning
to build the ‘East Rand Theme Park’ – warns: ‘We are in the process of raising
overseas money, mainly from US investors, to do feasibility studies to develop
the Park. That land grab could jeopardize the whole project’, quoted in Business
Day, July 6, 2001: ‘DA lays fraud charges against PAC’.

22. ‘Our Court Action will show overseas investors clearly that government will not
tolerate Zimbabwean-type land grabs at any time. This type of action can
seriously damage the economy’, says Thoko Didiza, Land Affairs Minister,
quoted in Business Day, ‘DA lays fraud charges against PAC’, July 6, 2001.

23. ‘President Thabo Mbeki is upset that South Africa missed out on the historic
birth of the African Union in Lusaka last week, choosing instead to focus on the
land invasion in Bredell’, states an article on the Business Day, ‘Is AU just
another name?’, July 16, 2001.

24. ‘East Rand council moves illegal?’, Business Day, July 20, 2001.
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Land use and metropolitan projects in Johannesburg, 2002
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